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To Apply for an internship, please click here.
Organization Description
CIOEC
CIOEC is an arm of the
Organizaciones Económicas
Campesinas Indígenas y Originarias,
which contributes to the socioeconomic development of the
country and of its affiliated small
producers, following an economic
solidarity model with the primary
goals of food security and selfsufficiency. CIOEC works with many
local small producers to improve
production, commercialization, and
works with them on basic economic
principles to improve the quality of
their business and increase profits,
thereby leading to a higher quality
of life for these producers. CIOEC
also works with producers on
sustainable agriculture practices
and aims to advocate the needs of
these producers to the government
(through promotion of various laws
and awareness campaigns).

Internship Opportunities
Marketing Intern: CIOEC seeks someone with a strong interest in the
area of marketing. This intern would work with CIOEC surveying clients
and creating marketing strategies that best fit their target market. This
position requires that the intern have a basic understanding of marketing
or business fundamentals. This position requires a lot of interaction with
local business owners and institutions, so be prepared to walk. A high
level of Spanish is required

ALERTA VERDE

Educational Outreach Intern: This intern will work with Alerta Verde
to make sure that their educational programming goes smoothly. This
position requires daily travel to local schools, some quite far away.
Educational sessions are also frequently held in Alerta Verde´s example
garden. The intern´s job is to work with the organization to evaluate,
improve, and/or expand their educational outreach. Though knowledge
of community gardens and environment basics will be very useful, they
are not necessary to apply for this position. It is highly recommended
that if you do not have an environmental background, that you do
extensive research before arrival. An intermediate-advanced level of
Spanish is required.

The Foundation "Green Alert" aims
to improve the quality of life for the
well-being of present and future
generations through environmental
projects of awareness, education,
research and development in urban
and rural areas. Among the projects
to be developed, are urban
horticulture, organic and
sustainable agriculture, waste

Advocacy Intern: This intern would work with CIOEC on their advocacy
campaigns. They would evaluate the effectiveness of current strategies
and help create new ones. This position requires that the intern
understand basic advocacy strategies. They must be committed to
working with local community members and have the patience to deal
with frustrating government roadblocks. There will be travel involved.
Agricultural Intern: This position is for interns who have extensive
knowledge of agricultural concepts and practices. The intern could
consult with local producers on how to improve production through
improved technology or agricultural practices. This position requires
significant travel to rural communities. Please be aware that many rural
communities speak Quecha, creating an added challenge for those
interested in this position. In general, a high level of Spanish is required.
Finance Intern: This intern would focus their project and skills on
improving business and finance practices both at CIOEC and with local
producers. This intern would evaluate current finance methods used and
look for more effective and efficient ways to implement them, or
implement new methods all together. This position requires knowledge
of accounting or basic finance principles. An advanced level of Spanish is
required.

management, improvement of
public health to improve the
environment, food safety,
mitigating the effects of climate
change, recovery of environmental
habits of our ancestors, and in
general raising environmental
awareness.

Educational Programming Intern: This position is similar to the
Educational Outreach Intern, but will focus more on creating new
workshops and improving existing ones. This intern will focus on
didactic materials that can be used by the organization and distributed,
methods for advertising and conducting workshops, creating new
connections for workshop opportunities and working on community
engagement strategies. Travel to local surrounding communities will be
required. Though knowledge of community gardens and environment
basics will be very useful, they are not necessary to apply for this
position. It is highly recommended that if you do not have an
environmental background, that you do extensive research before
arrival. An intermediate-advanced level of Spanish is required.

ITEI
ITEI is a multidisciplinary center
based in La Paz, with the goal to
rehabilitate those affected by
torture and state violence. ITEI is
committed to building a society
respectful of human dignity and
with a historical memory that
acknowledges the maltreatment of
those without voices in Bolivia. ITEI
is an organization that accompanies
those affected by torture and state
violence in a comprehensive
rehabilitation process, extending
this work to the family and
community of those affected.
Through training and research, and
raising of a collective
consciousness, ITEI works to report
the truth in the aftermath of state
violence. Six years ago ITEI began
an awareness-raising campaign for
the eradication of torture,
maintaining mechanisms for
prevention and awareness through
mass campaigns such as media
interviews, workshops, seminars,
and lectures. ITEI has recently
begun to work with prisons and the
families of prisoners to ensure that
they are aware of their rights and
options.

Special Events Intern: This intern will focus on events hosted by the
organization. ITEI holds multiple large events throughout the year, with
the largest being in June. This intern should be prepared to elaborate
materials, organize logistics, and promote the event. The intern will work
with Director to determine the best event planning event strategy based
on the desires of the organization. Interns should have prior knowledge
of or experience in event planning or management, advertising, and/or
design. An intermediate level of Spanish is required.

VIVO EN POSITIVO

Research Intern: This intern will focus on working with Vivo en Positivo
to develop a research project that can be used by the organization in the
future. Research will most likely be focused on topics having to do with
HIV/AIDS risks, contraction, and management. The research intern will

Vivo en Positivo exists to contribute
to the overall health, generating

Prisoner Advocacy Intern: This intern will focus on advocacy for
prisoners and their families. The intern will have the option of working
directly in prisons (with Director supervision) or working with the
families of prisoners. The goal is to ensure that prisoners and those that
they are close to are aware of their rights. Activities could include taking
testimonials, creating support groups, forming support networks, and
developing a more expansive advocacy campaign. A high level of Spanish
is required.
Victims of Torture Advocacy Intern: This intern will work with former
victims of torture to develop a plan to better advocate and educate the
population about not only what these people have been through, but
what torture is. This position requires a careful touch and a willingness
to listen. Activities may include taking testimonies, creating advocacy
campaigns, victim outreach, and creating support networks. A
background in psychology is useful. An advanced level of Spanish is
required.

empowerment of girls, boys,
women and men with HIV or AIDS,
promoting the defense of human
rights and raising awareness to the
community with a comprehensive
approach to HIV and AIDS, in
Cochabamba with regional and
national projection. Vivo en Positivo
works with personas with HIV; sex
workers; the gay, bisexual, trans,
and transvestite population.

work in the Vivo office, but will most likely have to travel to local
communities/institutions quite frequently. The intern may be expected
to write an academic article and/or create materials presenting their
findings. Someone with knowledge of basic research techniques and
statistics is preferred. Advanced level of Spanish required.
Advocacy Intern: The intern will focus on advocacy for people with
HIV/AIDS, sex workers, and the promotion of equality for all lifestyles.
This could include working on or creating awareness campaigns,
collaborating with other NGOs, or working on petitions to the
government. This position requires a dynamic person that is willing to
work with many different actors at once. This position will require the
intern to work in the office, but also to spend a great deal of time outside
working with and collaborating with other institutions and people. Intern
must be independent and self-motivated. An intermediate-advanced level
of Spanish is required.
Educational Programming Intern: This intern will work on the
educational component of what Vivo en Positivo does. This means
evaluating, improving, and adding to the educational materials that exist.
This may involve creating or hosting workshops, creating or expanding
materials, or creating/improving methods of educational outreach to the
community. The intern must become familiar with all aspects of Vivo en
Positivo in order to best evaluate how to improve or expand their
educational programming. Knowledge of basic design principles could be
helpful, but is not required. Intermediate level of Spanish required.

LA CASA DE LOS NIÑOS
The Casa de los Niños was
established in 2008 and is
essentially a small, self-contained
community with 90 families. Its
mission is to assist, support, and
provide education to children with
disadvantages who might otherwise
be abandoned due to economic or
family circumstance by providing
support to their families through
housing, job support, and a
welcoming community, etc. Among
the 90 families more than 15 of
them have a father or a mother with
HIV, and there are also 15 children
with HIV. A large number of
children in the community also deal
with severe physical disabilities or
chronic medical conditions. There is
also a school within the community
where about 140 attend, 90% of

Logistics Intern: This intern will work with the Casa to determine what
areas are lagging in terms of organization and efficiency. The intern may
be asked to create or update databases and/or organize campaigns to
collect data to fill them. The intern may also look for ways to improve
operating efficiency and organization (through technology, improved
application of labor, organization and filing of information). Basic
knowledge of CRM systems and programs such as Excel is required.
Intermediate level of Spanish required.
Education Intern: This intern will focus on working at the school inside
Casa de los Niños. They will work with the teachers and director to
determine where their skills may be best applied (classroom, programs,
etc.). The school specializes in working with children with alternative
learning styles and disabilities. The intern must have patience and be
flexible with a constantly changing reality. Any skill sets that the intern
can bring to the school will be useful. Intermediate level of Spanish
required.
Agricultural/Environmental Intern: The intern will work with the
Casa on their community garden and other environmental concerns they
are facing (contaminated water, pollution, recycling, etc). The community
is always looking to improve/expand the garden, as it is used to feed the

them being from the community
and 10% coming from outside. ? It
is essentially a small, self-contained
community that seeks to provide
support in any number of ways to
its community members. Possible
project areas include: Health
Education, job training and capacity
building, HIV, women´s groups,
health services, health and
sanitation services, disability rights
and accessibility.

children at the school, as well as consumed by the families themselves.
Much of the water used by the Casa for agriculture and consumption is
contaminated and handled improperly. Trash contaminates the
grounds/garden. The intern could work on the improvement of the
garden or on projects to improve other environmental concerns (or
both). The intern should have previous knowledge of basic
environmental principles and/or agricultural techniques. Intermediate
level of Spanish required.

CADEPIA
CADEPIA ( La Camara de Pequeña
Industria y Artesania) is a nonprofit organization focused on
promoting, consolidating,
defending, and representing the
interests of small businesses in the
region by .providing them with
technical support while searching
for new markets to support those
business’s growth and success.
CADEPIA provides services to its
associates through different
programs, all dependent on their
specific work area, such as: Food
Services, Textiles, Furniture,
Jewelry Work, Artesanìas, Leather
and Metalwork. CADEPIA currently
works with over 1000 small
producers.

Special Events Intern: The intern will assist CADEPIA with the many
events and product fairs that they host. Their largest fair is in
February/March; however they have events throughout the year. The
intern should be prepared to elaborate materials, assist with logistics,
plan event activities, and assist with event promotion. The intern should
be aware that many events are hosted in the evening and on weekends,
and must be willing to attend with a positive attitude. Previous
experience with event planning, design, and/or advertising will be very
useful. Intermediate level of Spanish required.

Health/Community Outreach Intern: This intern will work on
improving the health program at the Casa. There are a limited number of
doctors, nurses, social workers, and psychologists working at the
organization. The intern´s role is to assist them and help them realize
projects they have been working on or would like to create. They may ask
the intern to evaluate community needs and develop a project with them.
Activities could include creating awareness campaigns, new methods for
outreach, improved health protocols, etc. Depending on what the intern
would like to work on, they should have corresponding knowledge. For
example, if the intern would like to work closely with the nurses,
knowledge of nursing would be extremely useful. Intermediate-Advanced
level of Spanish required.

Finance Intern: This intern will assist with the financial aspects that
CADEPIA works with. The intern will work with the staff to either
evaluate financial practices in the home office or evaluate the practices of
the many small producers that CADEPIA works with. The goal is to
evaluate what is already being done and implement more effective
strategies to better manage allocation of resources. Intern must have
knowledge of either basic financial principles or accounting. A familiarity
with statistics is also very useful. Intermediate-advanced level of Spanish
required.
Research Intern: The intern will work with the CADEPIA staff to
develop a research project that will allow CADEPIA to improve or expand
services. This intern needs to be willing to be in communication with
CADEPIA in advance of their internship (so that the intern may begin
research upon arrival). Examples of research areas include: product
research, market research, and community research. The student should
have an advanced level of Spanish (not just in reading and writing, but in

speaking as well). The language component is crucial to a research
project, especially when taking place over a short period of time. All
should have a background in research methodologies and basic
development theory. They should also have a strong background in
economics or business (marketing, etc.). Useful would be knowledge of
statistics.
Public Relations/Marketing Intern: The intern will work with the
CADEPIA staff on evaluating and developing more effective strategies for
public relations and marketing. This position requires a good deal of time
outside the office getting to know the community and small producers.
This will allow the intern to better create marketing and public relations
strategies that will be most effective within the communities that
CADEPIA works with. The intern must be open and willing to talk to
many different types of people. Must be independent and willing to work
alone at times. Advanced level of Spanish required.
PRO HABITAT
ProHabitat works in the southern
zone of Cochabamba, where many
of the communities began as open
land to which those from the
countryside immigrated and built
makeshift homes. With time, as
unemployed farmers and miners
searched for opportunities closer to
the city of Cochabamba, these tiny
communities grew. However, these
communities had very poorly built
homes with little to no
infrastructure, no community
services, no access to water and no
electricity. ProHabitat works to
organize people who live in these
communities so that they are
empowered with the skills to bring
necessary services to their
community, construct community
centers (libraries and parks), and
have the basic tools for living a
dignified life.

Political Advocacy Intern: Intern will collaborate with staff at ProHabitat on effective strategies and methods to promote laws and
regulations that encourage community empowerment. The intern should
be prepared for frustrating bureaucratic barriers and a slow moving
process. The point is to make small, but useful, meaningful changes that
help push these laws and regulations forward. Intern should have a
background in political advocacy. Background knowledge of land and
resource rights, comparative government, and/or urban planning would
be very useful. Intermediate level of Spanish required.
Community Organization/Outreach Intern: The intern will work with
Pro-Habitat to evaluate and assess how to better communication and
organization in the communities that they work with. Activities could
include community organizing, awareness campaigns, and realization of
small-scale projects. The intern must be prepared to travel to rural areas
on a regular basis. Many community meetings take place on weekends.
The intern must be flexible with their schedule and willing to adjust it
based on the organization´s needs. Intern must be open to speaking with
many people and have the ability to collaborate with a diverse set of
personalities. Must be independent and willing to travel/work alone at
times. Advanced level of Spanish required.

Instituto para el Desarrollo
Humano (IDH)
IDH is an organization that works to
develop social and preventative
medicine while promoting gender
equity and basic human rights for
everyone. The SIDAcción program
strives to slow the rate of HIV
transmission by distributing both
basic information on HIV and AIDS
and information on the universal
values of solidarity, equity,
responsibility and respect. IDH also
works on topics such as intrafamiliar violence, drug-use, and
mental health issues.

Media and Outreach Intern: The intern will collaborate with staff to
create new media and outreach campaigns on various topics. Types of
outreach could include: videos, paper media, web design, etc. The
position requires a good deal of time outside the office, getting to know
the communities IDH works with, in order to make more effective
outreach campaigns. The intern will be expected to read, watch, and
listen to previous campaigns in order to evaluate and assess them, so that
they can be improved upon. The intern should be creatively inclined.
Knowledge of design, web design, etc. would be extremely useful.
Intermediate level of Spanish required.
Educational Programming Intern: This intern will work with staff to
evaluate and better the educational programming that IDH provides. IDH
provides workshops and classes on various topics to many local schools
and organizations. The intern should look for ways to improve or add-on
to these educational programs. A background in basic education theory
would be useful. Background in public health topics would also be useful.
Intermediate knowledge of Spanish required.
Special Events Intern: IDH hosts various events throughout the year,
with the largest being ExpoSIDA in August. The intern will be responsible
for assisting IDH staff with logistics, promotion, and overall planning of
such events. A background in event planning, management, and/or public
relations would be extremely useful. Intermediate level of Spanish
required.
Research Intern: IDH is involved with many large scale research
projects. The intern would be a part of these projects; participating in
and conducting community surveys, focus groups, and data compilation.
The exact research project topic would need to be determined based on
the time of arrival of the intern. Please contact FSD for more information.
Advanced level of Spanish required.

For more information about FSD’s Internships, please click here.
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To Apply for an internship, please click here.

GAIA PACHA
Gaia Pacha is a non-profit
organization that believes in the life
philosophy that people are capable
and obligated to care for fragile
interaction between human and the
environment. Gaia Pacha works with
the environment with the goal of
creating and implementing methods
that are technical and scientific that
promote changes in behavior for the
creation and reconstruction of the
human consciousness in relation to
the environment, without leaving
behind the realities of Bolivia.

Research Intern: Intern will collaborate with Gaia Pacha to create a
research project that will help Gaia Pacha to better serve the communities
that they work with. The intern must be willing to be in communication
with Gaia Pacha prior to the start of the internship (so that they may begin
research upon arrival). Intern may be expected to write an academic article,
create a presentation, or create another type of media platform to display
the results of their investigation. Advanced level of Spanish required.
Zoology Intern: Intern will work with Gaia Pacha staff and volunteers on
the topic of wild animals. Many wild animals suffer in Bolivia due to abuse
and lack of awareness of their plight. Activities may include: awareness
campaigns, elaboration of materials, or improvement of facilities for wild
animals. Intern must have a passion for animals and for the environment.
Intermediate level of Spanish required.
Agriculture Intern: Intern will focus on agricultural topics that Gaia Pacha
works with. This may involve working in local communities and observing
the damage of climate on crops, allowing Gaia Pacha to compare and
contrast the results. The position may also include activities and workshops
for improved agricultural techniques (environmentally friendly).
Intermediate level of Spanish required.
Environment Intern: Intern will focus on general environment topics.
Topics could range from recycling to air pollution, depending on the needs
of Gaia Pacha and the interests of the intern. Intermediate level of Spanish
required.

ALDEAS SOS
Aldeas Infantiles SOS is an
international organization which
offers a family to children who no
longer have one, while also teaching
them the necessary skills to be able
to support themselves and be
successful in their lives. The
Tiquipaya (area right outside
Cochabamba) Aldeas Infantiles
location is especially focused on
educating these children in
productive trades. The goal of
Aldeas Infantiles SOS is to:
 Give children a healthy

Educational Programming Intern: The intern will work with staff on
improving educational programming and workshops. The intern will be
expected to observe and evaluate current educational practices and lesson
topics. From there they may collaborate with staff on strategies to improve
upon and create new programming. ALDEAS not only teaches in the
classroom, but gives many workshops to families and local community
members. Intern must be willing to travel to rural areas. Must be
independent and willing to travel/work alone at times. Advanced level of
Spanish required.
Childhood Development Intern: The intern will devote the majority of
their time to being in the classroom with the children of ALDEAS. They will
observe and evaluate current methods being used in the classroom and
collaborate with ALDEAS to improve upon these. This position is similar to
the Educational Programming Intern, but focuses much more on inside the

familial environment with a
substitute mother, siblings
and the warmth and
security of a home and
village.
 Create a community
environment where
children can share values
and culture, meet new
friends and contribute to its
development
Provide children with the tools to
allow them to support themselves
in the long run.

classroom and the development of the child. Position requires much time in
the classroom, but less traveling overall. Knowledge of basic education
theory and childhood development is a must. Intermediate level of Spanish
required.

COLEGIO EL MOLINO
El Molino is a school serving
students in their initial, primary,
and secondary levels. In addition to
providing basic education in
accordance with national education
standards, El Molino aims to
provide classes in various subjects
and other activities which aid in the
harmonious formation of its
students.
 Guide the integrative
development of students’
abilities by recognizing their
potential and facilitating
activities to elevate their
self-esteem.
 Prepare students to meet
the demands of a changing
country and world by
providing education based
in the values of justice,
ethnic, and social equality
among men and women,
and the preservation of
natural and cultural
resources.
Prepare and encourage students to
pursue advanced studies and
continue their education.

Primary School Intern: Intern will work with primary school students (K6). Intern will be in the classroom and will be expected to observe and
evaluate current practices and activities. From there they will collaborate
with school staff to improve upon educational programming or create new
activities/programming. Interest in education is a must. Must be open to
being alone with up to 15 students at times. Intermediate level of Spanish
required.
Secondary School Intern: Intern will work with secondary school students
(7-12). Intern will be in the classroom and will be expected to observe and
evaluate current practices and activities. From there they will collaborate
with school staff to improve upon educational programming or create new
activities/programming. Interest in education is a must. Must be open to
being alone with up to 15 students at times. Intermediate level of Spanish
required.

PERFORMING LIFE
Performing Life’s mission is to help
children and adolescents who are
working and/or living on the
streets of Bolivia, to improve their
daily lives and create better futures
through the arts. They empower
youth by teaching performing arts
as productive skills for avoiding
drugs and delinquency while
improving their economic wellbeing. Performing Life was founded
by John Connell in 2005, when he
was 18.

Circus Intern: For interns that have skills in the performing arts,
particularly circus. Intern will work with children on teaching them skills
and improving upon others. Intern will help prepare students for upcoming
performances. Intermediate level of Spanish required.

CEDESOL
CEDESOL’s goal is to enrich
humanity and protect the
environment by equipping people
with social and technological tools
that permit them to direct their
own destinies. All of its activities
center around three key concepts:
alternative education, renewable
energy and social justice. The
organization has incorporated
thousands of ecological cookers into
the Bolivian and southern Peruvian
cultures. Its vision of ecological
cookers is the integrated use of
efficient biomass, retained heat and
solar cooking.

Publicity and Media Intern: Intern will collaborate with staff to create
improved or new strategies to promote the organization. This may involve
taking video, video editing, web design, or elaboration of paper media.
Intern must be interested in media and be inclined toward creativity.
Intermediate level of Spanish required.

MANO A MANO
Mano a Mano’s mission is to
improve the quality of life of the
poor in Bolivia by providing health
and social development support
while respecting culture, religion,
social class, and the environment
found in its communities. The
organization promotes the
integration and shared

Development (fundraising) Intern: Intern will collaborate with staff in
Cochabamba to improve upon and create new methods to secure funding
and donations. This could include elaboration of materials, awareness
campaigns, networking, etc. Intern must be willing to talk to diverse sets of
people and must be willing to travel. Intermediate level of Spanish required.

Educational Programming Intern: Intern will work on the education
components of Performing Life. Beyond circus, Performing Life aims to
provide children and families with other educational opportunities. Intern
will be expected to observe and evaluate current offerings and from there
will be able to improve upon or create new programming. Intermediate
level of Spanish required.
Outreach Intern: Intern will assist Performing Life with outreach to the
communities that they serve. This may include going to rural communities
and collecting information or giving surveys. Intern should collaborate with
staff to create new strategies to reach out to the community. Intern will also
be expected to help plan and prepare for special events hosted by
Performing Life. Position does require travel and lots of walking in rural
communities. Intermediate level of Spanish required.

Community Outreach Intern: Intern will collaborate with staff to plan
outings to rural regions and communities and elaborate plans to implement
efficient stoves. This position requires a good deal of traveling and an
organized mind. Intern must be flexible, especially with timing. Intern will
be expected to help survey communities, talk with local authorities, help
with petitions, as well as help with installation of stoves. Background with
environment or engineering extremely useful. Advanced level of Spanish
required.

Educational Programming Intern: Intern will collaborate with staff to
evaluate and improve upon or create new programming. Educational
programming topics may include: Environment, health, or general
education. The intern must be willing to travel to rural communities. Intern

responsibility of private and public
institutions and the community to
ensure the sustainability of each
project. Mano a Mano supports
communities by constructing health
centers and educational
infrastructure, and improving road
conditions in rural areas. They also
work to ensure a sustainable level
of donations of medical supplies to
health and social service
institutions in marginalized areas of
Bolivia. Complimentary to these
activities, Mano a Mano has
developed permanent education,
health training and human
development programs for staff and
the communities it serves.

must be willing to speak with many people and must be very independent.

Clinica Anzaldo
La Clínica Jesus María is a small
children’s health clinic in the rural
town of Anzaldo. It serves the child
population in the Municipality of
Anzaldo, specifically addressing the
issue of malnourishment. The Clinic
makes routine visits to local
communities to make health
checkups; those children with
health issues are then brought
Anzaldo Hospital for a diagnostic
and are then taken to the Jesus
María Clínica where they are given
the services need for recovery. The
clínica also provides meals and
serves as a shelter for those less
fortunate children in the Anzaldo
Municipality. In addition to serving
the malnourished children, the
clínica also provides workshops for
mothers, in order to give them the
nutritional tools to properly
provide for their children.

Public Health Intern: Intern will work at the clinic elaborating/improving
health initiatives within the community. This may include initiating health
campaigns, hosting health fairs, or creating support/informational groups.
The intern will live in the rural community of Anzaldo, about 2 hours
outside of Cochabamba. Intern must be willing to live in a rural setting, with
occasional visits into urban Cochabamba. Intern must have background in
public health and be extremely independent. Advanced level of Spanish
required.

Outreach Intern: Intern will collaborate with Mano a Mano to create
/improve outreach and publicity to the communities that it serves. This
could involve a paper media campaign, creating digital media, video editing,
etc. The intern will evaluate and observe what is already being done and
then collaborate with the organization to decide on next steps. Skills with
video editing and digital media would be very useful. Intermediate level of
Spanish required.
Health Intern: Intern will focus on working with the health clinics
supported by Mano a Mano. This placement is ideal for those with a
background in nursing. For those looking to work with public health, there
are opportunities for health campaigns within communities. Intern must be
willing to spend majority of time in rural communities. Availability of this
placement depends on the time of year, consult FSD for further information.
Intermediate level of Spanish required.

Nursing Intern: Intern will work at the clinic and assist with day to day
nursing activities. Intern will also be expected to observe and evaluate
current practices. Then they can collaborate with the clinic on possible
improvements/additions that can be made to improve quality of care. Intern
must be studying nursing. The intern will live in the rural community of
Anzaldo, about 2 hours outside of Cochabamba. Intern must be willing to
live in a rural setting, with occasional visits into urban Cochabamba. Intern
must have background in public health and be extremely independent.
Advanced level of Spanish required.
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